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NamaStE
‘Breath’ 2019 (June – September 2019)
As the wheel of the year
moves round again, it’s time
too for change here at
NamaStE. This is my last
edition as editor as I hand
over the reins to Crystal
Skinner. She is currently studying for a
Postgraduate degree in Journalism and she
teaches yoga in Brighton. I wish her every
success.
I would like to thank all of the Committee for
their support over the last couple of years.
We have an interesting mix of events
coming up in the region so I hope you find
something to inspire and challenge you.
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NOTICE BOARD
International Yoga Day
The region is helping to fund an
IYD event in Brighton this year.
See page 23 for details.

Please note that there is no AGM this
year. The regional Committee posts
will now be renewed at the national
AGM, which is held in April. No further
regional AGMs will take place.
Regional Committee members will be
in post for 15 months instead of the
usual 12 months to accommodate this
change during 2019-20. Uncontested
posts for regional or national positions
will not have to be voted for in
elections.
Instead of the AGM workshop we are
offering two events:
October 05:
“Elements of Arm Balances” with
Rebecca Papa Adams. See page 17

Teachers’ support group
Friday July 5th 4.00 - 6.00 pm
We get together about three
times a year to share our
experience and knowledge
and to network with each
other.
At the next meeting we will
discuss and share with each
other what websites, apps and
podcasts we use or could
recommend to our students.
Suggested donation £5.00.
Refreshments provided.
Venue: Highfield House Yoga
Studio, Summer Hill,
Harbledown, CT2 8NH.
Contact Cora on
corakc@hotmail.com
to confirm you are coming or
for further details.

October 06:
“Gentle Years Chair Yoga” with
Lina Newstead. See page 20

Congratulations to the following yoga teachers who either
passed a module or completed a course:
Samantha Ayres, Natalie Beckham, Sallie Bergin, Katie Coombes,
Michelle Douchkov, Lance Douglas, Lucy Garcia Ladera, Esther Geoghegan,
Mark Hyde, Becky Jenkins, Elizabeth Jerome, Rebecca Johnson,
Priya Karia, Linda King, Lucy Mcdonald, Gemma Newton-Smith,
Carina Quinlan, Nicola Samson, Beni Varghese-Jacob, Carole Whiley,
Declan Wooloughan, Kerry Wooloughan, Elena Wright, Clare Lewis,
Shirley Dibble, Matteo Russo, Helen Saaler
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Of simply being
Andrew Wrenn writes about recognising the connection with your
true self

S

ometimes, as we unroll our yoga
mat, especially if you have been
practising or teaching for a few
years the questions can arise of why
are we doing this? What is it really
about? Where has the passion we
initially felt for our yoga gone? Maybe
the need to try another teacher or to
look for a new training arises.
Of course there are the physical
benefits that come with a regular
asana practice, but does the
questioning or complacency set in
because our practice has stagnated?
We know from the ancient yoga texts
that there is so much more to the
practice than a good stretch, but what
is ‘this’? How do we get ‘there’ and
wherever or whatever is ‘there’?
This was my experience a few
years ago. Through my different
teachers, my practice and my travels
to find the essence of yoga I realised
‘It’ was there all the time! What we
consider to be the practice of yoga is
actually the tools of yoga which help to
reveal to us our natural state of being,
our true nature. This state of being has
been with us all of the time, we have
just been too caught up in the
business of life and of our minds to
notice it. How often have you driven
the same way to work, or walked the
kids to school and scarcely recalled a
moment? Scary stuff!
When I teach, I offer the tools of
yoga, especially asana, pranayama
and meditation, as a means of
recognising the different aspects of

ourselves, our physicality, our
thoughts, reactions and emotions.
Once we become familiar with our
tendencies and with the ability to be
witness to these thought and emotions,
maybe we can catch a momentary
glimpse of the stillness, the tranquillity,
the love which lies within us all.
To think of the Eight limbs of yoga
as linear or progressive can be
misleading, as if you needed to tick the
box once a limb has been
accomplished and then move on to the
next. This is where we may become
stuck, on a seemingly impossible
progression to mystical states that
cannot be articulated. Does a limb not
radiate out from a central body? These
are the limbs of yoga and not the steps
of yoga and are something we
experience through our practice and
throughout our lives if we can only just
recognise it.
Yoga is ultimately a spiritual
practice. As spirituality is unique to
each of us, it helps to define what it
means to us personally in order to
become more familiar with this aspect
of being. As you step out of your
house and hear the bird song or look
up into the night sky, notice the instant
wonderment and you will recognise
your connection with your true self,
your true nature, of simply being.
Andrew is running an IST day on
“Opening to the Expression of Simply
Being” in Kent on June 13th. Details
can be found on page 20.
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Departure, destination and direction
Andy Curtis-Payne teaches us how to write the perfect lesson plan

W

ith so many options and
such varied and distinct
needs in the average yoga
class how do we decide what to
teach? What direction to take?
Where do we start?

Andy Curtis-Payne
Happily, Sri TKV Desikachar
gave us some extremely helpful
structures to aid us in addressing
these important questions: vinyasa
krama. This Sanskrit phrase literally
means “the special placement of
steps”, so a practice plan is not
random, it is an intelligent
construction, considered, wellthought out, step by step.
Firstly, we need to establish
where we are, our departure point.
Then what are we trying to achieve,
where are we going? Our

destination. Then we can work out
our direction taking appropriate
steps towards our destination.
If this is the case is there
anything else that can assist us in
deciding how and where to place
these “special steps”? SKLIBS,
this acronym represents the order
in which we can place asana in
a practice:
S-standing. Standing asana are
generally placed at or near the
beginning of a practice as they
facilitate freedom of movement and
so freedom of breathing, they are
also more energising and generally
more accessible for many students.
K-kneeling. Kneeling asana
provide a useful transition between
standing and lying asana, a step in
between taking us gradually further
towards our goal.
L-lying. Following the demands of
standing and the work on the legs it
is often helpful to use some lying
asana as transition and counterpose
(pratikriyasana, literally ‘opposite
action asana’).
I-inverted. If it is appropriate to
use inversions, here is where they
might be used as we are already in
the appropriate orientation. Partial
inversions are sometimes more
appropriate for many.
B-backbend. This refers to the
generally stronger prone backbends
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such as Bhujangasana,
Salabhasana and Dhanurasana.
S-seated. Seated asansa are the
most challenging for many and so
require good preparation. In addition
they allow us to transition to the
higher practices of pranayama and
meditation.
So, these important principles
enable us to give a progressive
structure to practices, but how to
give a clear direction?
Three further principles are of
interest here:
Langhana: to lighten or reduce,
to cleanse or purify. Certain asana,
notably forward bends and twists,
and the use of the exhalation in
particular are indicated here.
Bṛmhana: to expand, energise or
stimulate. Backbend type asana with
an emphasis on the inhalation and
opening up the front of the system
will take us in this direction.
Samāna: to stabilize or balance.
A combination of the above or the

use of side-bends and other key
techniques such as Maha Mudra are
useful here.
So, we now have the basic
structure for practice planning.

Andy Curtis-Payne has been a yoga
teacher for 25 years and now is
Chair of the Society of Yoga
Practitioners. He was appointed a
teacher trainer in 2006 by TKV
Desikachar and has also undertaken
further specialist training in Yoga
Therapy. He continues to have
regular study with senior teachers in
India at the Krishnamacharya Yoga
Mandiram.
Andy will be teaching “Departure,
Destination and Direction” in Sussex
on August 3rd 2019 at Scaynes Hill
Millennium Centre. See page 22 for
details.
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Five element theory – an integrated
approach to asana
Ade Belcham explains how the elements can be used to influence
our practice

F

ive element theory is a model
describing the basic building
blocks or properties of
everything in the universe. That
includes human beings and all our
physical and psycho-emotional
attributes. It is a central idea in
Tantric and Samkhya philosophy
and is fundamental to the approach
used in Ayurvedic medicine.
Chinese medicine and Taoism have
their own (slightly different) version.
In yoga asana its value is in its
simplicity and ease of application. In
particular, in the search for balance
or harmony in widely variable
circumstances.
The five elements are earth,
water, fire, air and space.
• Earth is ground, foundation,
stability, stamina, resilience. In
excess it is inertia, heaviness,
dullness.
• Water is fluidity, mobility,
movement, curiosity. In excess it
is sloppiness, floppiness,
disconnection, collapse.
• Fire is energy, potency, life force,
enthusiasm, will power. In excess
it is inflammation, strain,
ambition, anger, reactivity, stress.
• Air is breath, movement, rhythm,
lightness, connection. In excess it
is instability, weakness,
dissociation.

• Space is stillness, eternity,
openness, clarity, light. In excess
it is dissipation, emptiness.
Elements are associated with
parts of the body, states of mind, the
esoteric anatomy of the chakras, as
well as with personality traits, moods,
characteristics of objects, times of
day, phases of the moon, seasons
and much more.
The great thing about this model
is that you don’t have to worry about
whether it is ‘true’ or not. It simply
reflects our innate sense of how
things seem. If I ask you what the
key element characteristic is of an
elephant? What comes to mind? Or
a ballet dancer during a leap? Its
simplicity and intuitiveness make it
very approachable.
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The model says the five elements
are always present in all things at all
times but that the balance between
the five varies. Any may dominate,
although rarely do we see an excess
of space. The ebb and flow, the
diversity and impermanence of all
things means that this variability of
the five elements is natural. In most
people, objects and even
circumstances, one or a combination
of elements tend to dominate fairly
consistently. Harmony, and we might
even say grace, is present where the
optimum balance of elements exists
in each moment.

The concept of harmony in
relation to the five elements can be
applied across a variety of styles of
yoga that often tend to emphasise
different elements. It can be used by,
and with, a great diversity of
practitioners. Each individual varying
in their tendencies towards balance

or excess in each of the five
elements.
It can be used to respond skilfully
to the daily variations we encounter
in our asana practice. Such
variations arise from our thoughts
and feelings or from the variations in
our physical bodies, be they cyclical
(like the menstrual rhythm) or
intermittent (like the effects of an
injury or illness). Variations may also
arise from influences external to the
bodymind in the form of diet,
weather, season, moon phase and
so on.
Whatever the mix of influences
present on any given day, an
awareness of the five-element model
can help us work intelligently with
what is present, seeking the
harmony of optimum balance in that
particular moment.

Ade lives in West Sussex. His yoga
story is centred around a daily
Ashtanga yoga practice begun in
2000 and involving extensive
periods studying with Nancy Gilgoff
at her home in Maui. Over the past
year or so, he has also been
influenced by Scaravelli style
explorations with Suzy Greenwood
in Brighton.
He is running a workshop on the
“Five Elements” in Surrey on
Saturday 7th December in Oxted.
See page 17 for details.
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Yoga alchemy
Rosie Wright on a new understanding of ancient arts
n my yogic journey, I find, as
perhaps you do too, that I am
always on the lookout for
different disciplines; ways of seeing
and understanding that can deepen
and develop my appreciation and
teaching of yoga. I have been
practising yoga for over forty years
and I am always delighted by new
discoveries. They give me new ‘eyes’
and more depth and they refresh
and replenish my teaching.

O

Rosie Wright
Alchemy is one such recent
discovery and it intertwines
beautifully with yoga. Many of us
perhaps know about the ancient

alchemists who wanted to turn lead
into gold and were prepared to die
for their art, being as it was very
dangerous. It was a dark art, hidden
from daily life - a subtle art which we,
as yogis dealing in the subtle,
esoteric realm, can readily
appreciate. Alchemists understood
their art as a means of refining the
base metal, lead. Whilst this arduous,
physical process of refinement took
place, they realised that the process
was mirrored within them. This is
parallel to the yogic idea of
purification and refinement, working
from the lower, gross chakras to the
more refined, higher chakras. In both
instances, once this process was
completed, the alchemist and the
yogi faced the world with a new
awakened and refined
consciousness.
You may be familiar with the
yogic idea of Tattwas, the
metaphysical foundation of yoga, or
levels of reality, which connect
everything to everything else. The
awareness of a unity of the universe
and our place, in and of it, is
possible. This matrix includes the
gross, physical elements (earth,
water, fire, air and ether) through the
more subtle realms of our sense
organs, their function and perception,
to the refined realms of pure energy
and consciousness. This
metaphysical foundation is mirrored
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in the rich language of alchemy and
can be a real tool for understanding
the process of purification within us.
If we can understand or realise
(‘make real’) that we are made of the
matrix of the Tattwas, both gross
and subtle, then we are necessarily
of this matrix too. Nothing is to be
found outside ourselves. It already
lies dormant within, ready to be
made conscious. The alchemical
model of transcendence maps the
yogic one perfectly.
In the Hatha Yoga Pradipika, the
practical tract on cleansing and
refining of Tantric yoga, verse 26,
we are told ‘Mercury and mind are
unstable by nature. By stabilising
mercury and mind what cannot be
perfected?’
Swami Muktibodhananda
comments that ‘In the science of
alchemy, mercury is one of the three
important elements involved in the
process of transformation and
transmutation of base metal into
gold, signifying the transformation of
the basic nature of mind into the
gold of illuminated spirituality.’

By understanding this alchemical
‘map’ of spiritual development, we
can use it to enhance the focus of
our own practice. We are the
crucible, or more accurately,
Manipura chakra is the crucible,
where the fire burns to refine the
dross, or the base metal lead, into
gold, or spiritual enlightenment. Gold
is the only metal which does not
tarnish or change; it is perfectly
stable within itself. This is an
inspiring image to use in our practice
– as the eternally pure metal is a
metaphor for our perfection.

With over the 40 years of practice
and study, and 30-plus years of
teaching, Rosie has been influenced
by different yoga traditions, including
Iyengar, Astanga, Tibetan Heart and
Anusara Yoga. Integrating these
styles has led to an inclusive and
heart-centred teaching style. She
has a broad holistic background in
the craft of yoga, Reiki and
homeopathy and this has given her
a deep understanding of students’
needs, inspiring them to discover
their own inner richness and source.
Rosie is running a workshop on
“Yoga Alchemy” in Sussex on
November 2nd at the Adastra Hall.
See details on page 23.

Alchemy symbol
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The wonderful world of children’s yoga
Ruth Pulver reports on Michael Chissick’s event held in March

M

ichael is chatty and relaxed,
his face like India-rubber,
prone to break into a
beaming smile at any moment.
He is our yoga teacher for the day
and we are to be his co-opted
young learners.
Yoga mats are neatly laid out in
an outer circle, with three or four
more mats in a line down the middle,
ready for the fun and games to
begin. A well-used, visual timetable
is prominently displayed for all to
see – laminated, colourful picture
cards showing the order the lesson
will take.
Michael teaches whole classes of
25-30. He believes that yoga
empowers children, giving them
better social and listening skills.
Teachers remark that the children
become more assertive and have
learned how to resolve disputes.
Their self-control and self-esteem
increase as the result of their
weekly lesson.
So here we are, straight-backed
and crossed-legged on our mats,
demonstrating Good Sitting,
mirroring the first picture on the
visual timetable, the backs of our
hands resting lightly on our thighs.
But not for long. We’re soon on our
feet, warming up in Sun Game, a
basic variation of Sun Salutation,
calling out each posture, responding
to Michael’s instruction. “Stick” –
“Hands” – “Reach for the Sun”. We

move through Tadasana to Namaste,
before reaching skywards and
swooshing our hands down to our
toes – “El-ee-phaaaant” we chorus
in unison.
“I’m a banana, I’m a banana, a
banana, nana, nana, naa-na” –
Michael’s songs are like earworms
and stick in your brain. Small
children can’t be expected to keep
still for long, so memorable ditties
and exciting games are key. Tree
becomes the Sneaky Tree, with
children tip-toeing towards the
centre and then standing stock-still,
based on the playground game
‘Grandmother’s Footsteps’.
Being very little, following
Michael’s instructions, we walk
quietly and very carefully back to our
mats for more Good Sitting. This is
when the magic Rainstick is
introduced to calm us down and
practice our listening skills. Next up
on the visual timetable is Relaxation.
I’m asked to tell the class “in your
loudest voice” the name of the
posture – “Bird” (child’s pose).
Michael then signs ‘bird’, moving his
index finger towards his thumb and
back, which I copy. I feel that I really
am about six years old, proud of
myself and very much wanting to
please my teacher.
All sessions follow the same
structure. Michael changes only the
main activity each week, the
remainder of the lesson is the same.
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He says the children like the
repetition and don’t get bored.
Our second session is aimed at
nine and ten-year-olds, so the Sun
Game is replaced by the more
invigorating 12-step Sun Sequence
and activities become more complex.
Lined up in two teams, we play a
version of Rock, Paper, Scissors
which has us all laughing when both
teams choose the same posture.
Again, the session is well-paced with
lots of participation, clapping and
praise from Michael. We come to the
Plenary stage – a review of learning
outcomes (did we enjoy it, what did
we learn?) and Exiting, whereby
children are expected to leave the
session in a quiet, sensible and
orderly manner.
Our final session of the day is for
children on the Autistic Spectrum. In
pairs, we are allocated roles of child
and care-giver. We sit on chairs in a
circle, Michael’s in the centre,
cheerfully holding up a ridiculously
tatty child’s umbrella, from which
dangles pictures of various yoga

postures. As the umbrella is held
before each participant, the child has
to choose a posture, which everyone
will then do together. It becomes
apparent that many of the children
are non-verbal and on the more
severe end of the spectrum, some
can hardly point, others are unable
to interact at all. Uncannily, this all
feels very real and I am quite taken
aback at the level of disability
surrounding me and full of
admiration for the kind and attentive
care-givers. Michael is unfazed,
no-one is left out and all disabilities
are skilfully accommodated.
Michael is both a qualified
primary school teacher and BWY
yoga teacher of vast experience. He
teaches children only in schools and
he also teaches children with
disabilities and severe autism
impairment.
Teaching yoga to children? Think
fun and laughter. With 22 years of
experience, Michael Chissick makes
it ‘easy peasy, lemon squeezy’.
Now, is there a posture for that?
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‘Thank you’ to Bob and Be Insley
Zoe Knott’s heartfelt ‘thank you’ to two inspiring yogis
aturday 1st December 2018
was a day of celebration for
a wonderful group of
teachers on their graduation.
It was also a day to mark the
retirement of Bob and Be Insley
from tutoring BWY teacher training
courses.
I can recall the first time I met
Bob and Be as student teachers:
quirky, eager and individual.
From day one, there was
openness to learning, enthusiasm,
boundless humour and kindness to
all their fellow students.
Bob was obviously an out-going
student of life, happy to be in front
of the group and teaching. Be was
clearly a student of people who
enabled everyone to be
themselves around her. Both
created a wonderful energy on the
training and this radiated out of
them both.
On their graduation as BWY
teachers, it was absolutely clear
that I should ask Bob and Be to
assist, and to encourage Bob to
train as a DCT. Be preferred not to.
And then for the next course,
Bob and I co-tutored with Be
assisting. I have been so very
lucky to work with this fabulous
couple who have become my

S

closest and dearest friends.
Bob brings a wealth of life
experience and yoga expertise
wrapped in good humour to
everything he is involved in. His
energy is vibrant and we all want
to be touched by that energy. Bob
makes yoga fun, individual,
possible for all, open-hearted
without it being an easy ride by
any means.
Be loves and cares for us all
with utter generosity of spirit. She
allows everyone to be themselves,
listens to all you have to tell her
with compassion and without
judgement. Everyone feels
touched by Be’s unique qualities of
kindness, empathy and good
humour.
Teacher training will never be
the same without them.
Nonetheless, I totally understand
that Bob has many more life topics
to explore and would like the
freedom to do so. We will invite
Bob to teach the topics that he
wishes on the next course so that
if he is free, he can do so.
Bob and Be will continue with their
Sunday workshops and very much
hope to see everyone at those
sessions.
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All those who have trained with
Bob and Be over the decades
send their love and thanks.
As do I.

Bob is running an event in Surrey
on Saturday August 10th. See page
16 for details

Bob and Be Insley with their recent teacher training graduates

“If the person you are talking
to doesn't appear to be
listening, be patient. It may
simply be that he has a small
piece of fluff in his ear.”
A.A. Milne, Winnie-the-Pooh
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Unravelling the Spine: Natalie Wiltshire
Sun, Jun 16: 10am-3:45pm
IST
BWY members £30 / non-members £50
Betchworth Village Memorial Hall, Station Road, Betchworth, Surrey, RH3 7DF
Organiser: Sarah Ann Hallett
Natalie’s aim is to demystify the workings of the spine by unravelling relevant spinal anatomy.
We will explore key spinal movements to be incorporated into a safe and thorough yoga
practice preparation. We will practice spinal preparation movements in the prone, seated, allfours and inverted elevations on the mat. There will be group discussion as well as asana
OUT
work as we explore different yoga asanasSOLD
to ensure
that we and our students get the best out
of our spines and what we can do to help when there are limitations in this area.
Natalie's teaching is informed by her background in spinal injuries, both as a Registered
Nurse at the Royal Free Hospital, London and as a qualified RSA personal fitness trainer.
Natalie has a special interest in those suffering from acute and chronic back pain ensuring all
her students are building strength, stability, flexibility and mobility through yoga.

Let’s Boldly Go: Bob Insley
Sat, Aug 10: 10am-3:45pm
GEN
BWY members £30 / non-members £50
Betchworth Village Memorial Hall, Station Road, Betchworth, Surrey, RH3 7DF
Organiser: Sarah Ann Hallett
“Let's boldly go”: taken from the Star Trek TV series, encourages us to go beyond what
appears to be the end of the asana. We will explore suggestions about where if allowed the
posture can lead us, within its own shape. Further, where it may lead to another asana and
beyond, if we are prepared to open our minds to possibilities. We can consider observing a
“cloaking device” that we may remove and observe similar asana hidden within itself.
Perhaps stretch our pranayama practice, so that it becomes our warp drive for life. Who knows?
Bob began yoga in the eighties with Astanga Vinyasa under the guidance of the late
Derek Ireland and later studied the Iyengar system for 8 years. He has been teaching yoga
for nearly 20 years and has continued to study with many different tutors, developing those
practices that have worked best for him.

Finding Mobility in the Spine and Ribs through Turning and
Twisting: Sabine Blackaby
Sun, Sep 15: 10am-3:45pm

GEN

BWY members £30 / non-members £50

Betchworth Village Memorial Hall, Station Road, Betchworth, Surrey, RH3 7DF
Organiser: Sarah Ann Hallett
Turning and twisting are important components in our human movement repertoire. From
getting out of bed to looking around us to walking or running, we need to be able to utilise the
movements of our spine, ribs and pelvis well in order to turn easily and efficiently. In this day
we will explore many elements of turning and twisting in different positions and contemplate
how this can influence our everyday activities or our yoga practice.
Sabine trained in Italy in Feldenkrais and is continuously intrigued by the Feldenkrais
Methods combination of movement, learning and psychology and by our latent human
potential for growth and well-being.
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Elements of Arm Balances: Rebecca Papa Adams
Sat, Oct 05: 10am-3:45pm

GEN

BWY members £30 / non-members £50

Onslow Village Hall, Wilderness Road, Guildford, Surrey, GU2 7QX
Organiser: Sarah Ann Hallett
Have you ever questioned, "How do I do that?” or thought perhaps, "I will never do that?”.
We will break down the elements of arm balances into individual parts, build strength and
flexibility to help you learn, refine or even deepen your arm balances. All levels are welcome
to test out their balance and join in the fun with Rebecca’s accessible style of teaching.
Rebecca is a cancer survivor and has been practising yoga for over 20 years and
teaching since 2011. She has developed her skills and knowledge through BWY training
under Zoe Knott and Bob Insley. Having spent many years studying and practising different
styles of yoga, she found her passion for teaching Hatha yoga with the influence of Iyengar.

The Hand, Wrist and Forearm: Gary Carter
Sat, Nov 23: 10am-3:45pm

IST

BWY members £30 / non-members £50

Abinger Hammer Village Hall, Felday Road, Abinger Hammer near Dorking, RH5 6QX
Organiser: Sarah Ann Hallett
Whether you are refreshing your anatomy knowledge or are new to the subject, a workshop
with Gary is always enlightening. This day focuses on the anatomy, articulation and function
of the hand, wrist and forearm. We will see how they relate to the connective tissue and the
tensegrity of the entire body as well as understanding how the hand, wrist and forearm works
in key asanas.
Influenced deeply by the work of Vanda Scaravelli, Gary Carter brings over 25 years of
experience of movement physical training, anatomical study and bodywork practices. Gary is
committed to teach, train and encourage kinaesthetic awareness, ease of movement and
efficient body use.

Five Element Theory: Ade Belchem
Sat, Dec 07: 10am-3:45pm
GEN
BWY members £30 / non-members £50
Oxted Community Hall, 53 Church Lane, Oxted, Surrey, RH8 9NB
Organiser: Sarah Ann Hallett
This workshop provides an exploration of the Ayurvedic concept of five element theory and
its application in yoga practice. We’ll use five element theory to explore the physical and
mental aspects of yoga asana practice and consider how this model can help us find balance
in our approach to asana through the cultivation of sensory attention. The day will consider
an overview of five element theory and the context within Ayurveda and yoga. There will be
asana-based exploration of each of the five elements – earth, fire, water, air and space.
Through personal and group assessments of five-element balance in the context of asana –
learning to see the elements in ourselves and each other.
Ade works as a Rolfer, Craniosacral Therapist, and yoga teacher. Ade is both a Senior
Yoga Teacher with Yoga Alliance and a BWY CPD tutor. Starting from a daily Ashtanga
practice, he studied with Nancy Gilgoff, influenced by teachings inspired by the work of
Vanda Scaravelli through explorations with Suzi Daw.
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Diary of Events 2019
Date

Event

Location

Type of
event

Contact

Jun 08

Transforming Menopause with
Ayurvedic Yoga
Kim Kriyasagar

Nutley War Memorial Hall
TN22 3NE – East Sussex,

General

Rachel
Claridge

Jun 16

Unravelling the Spine
Natalie Wiltshire

IST 19/007

Sarah Ann
Hallett

Jun 23

Creating a Healthy Weight with
Yoga and Ayurveda
Tarik Dervish

IST 19/008

Jan Palmer

Jul 06

Prana Vidya – Feeling Our
Energy in Asana and
Pranayama
Dave Charlton

General
CANCELLED

Sarah Ann
Hallett

An Introduction to the Art of
Individual Teaching
Dave Charlton

General
CANCELLED

Rachel
Claridge

Shoreham Village Hall
TN14 7TB – Kent

IST 19/009

Sabine
Smith

Aug 03 Departure, Destination and
Direction
Andy Curtis-Payne

Millennium Centre
RH17 7PG – West Sussex

IST 19/010

Melanie
Johnson

Aug 10 Let’s Boldly Go!
Bob Insley

Betchworth Village Hall
RH3 7DF – Surrey

General

Sarah Ann
Hallett

Jul 07

Jul 13

SOLD OUT

Opening to the Expression of
Simply Being
Andrew Wrenn

ARCA Hall
CT1 3XR – Kent
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Diary of Events 2019
Date

Event

Location

Type of
event

Contact

Sep 15 Finding Mobility in the Spine and
the Ribs through Turning and
Twisting: Sabine Blackaby

Betchworth Village Hall
RH3 7DF – Surrey

General

Sarah Ann
Hallett

Sep 21 The Language of Yoga
Ginny Kempster

Pulborough
RH20 2BF – Sussex

IST 19/011

Rachel
Claridge

Oct 05

Elements of Arm Balances
Rebecca Papa Adams

Onslow Hall
GU21 7QX – Surrey

General

Sarah Ann
Hallett

Oct 06

Gentle Years Chair Yoga
Lina Newstead

ARCA Hall
CT1 3XR – Kent

IST 19/019

Jan Palmer

Oct 20

Patanjali’s Sutras: Asana and
Sound
Penelope Coomber

Holy Cross Priory
TN21 0DZ – East Sussex

IST 19/012

Melanie
Johnson

Nov 02 Yoga Alchemy
Rosie Wright

Adastra Hall
BN6 8QH – West Sussex

IST 19/013

Rachel
Claridge

Nov 16 Mapping Movement
Peter Blackaby

Shoreham Village Hall
TN14 7TB – Kent

General

Sabine
Smith

Nov 23 The Hand, Wrist and Forearm
Gary Carter

Abinger Hammer Village
Hall, RH5 6QX – Surrey

IST 19/015

Sarah Ann
Hallett

Nov 24 Understanding the Impact of the
Golden Years on the Body
Gary Carter

Bluebell Hill Village Hall
ME5 9QR – Kent

IST 19/014

Jan Palmer

Dec 07 Five Element Theory
Ade Belcham

Oxted Community Hall
RH8 9NB – Surrey

General

Sarah Ann
Hallett
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Creating a Healthy Weight with Yoga and Ayurveda: Tarik Dervish
Sun, Jun 23: 10am-3:45pm
IST
BWY members £30 / non-members £50
ARCA Hall, Ashford Road, Canterbury, Kent, CT1 3XR
Organiser: Jan Palmer
As the pressure to look a certain way becomes more acute, the environment to create a
healthy weight becomes more hostile. The tools offered by yoga and Ayurveda and modern
techniques can be an invaluable oasis for maintaining inner balance as well as confronting
negative habits and beliefs. This workshop will look at managing weight from a physical
perspective as well as considering the emotional and mental aspects of weight gain. There
will be a blend of practice and discussion throughout the day.
Tarik has been teaching Yoga for 20 years and Ayurveda for 10 years. He has a degree
in Ayurveda, is a Diploma Course Tutor, and a BWY Ayurveda Module Tutor. He specialises
in building bridges between the two practices to help improve health and wellbeing and
create the foundations for a deeper relationship with Self.

Opening to the Expression of Simply Being: Andrew Wrenn
Sat, Jul 13: 10am-3:45pm
IST
BWY members £30 / non-members £50
Shoreham Village Hall, High Street, Shoreham, Kent, TN14 7TB
Organiser: Sabine Smith
In this workshop we will be exploring asana, pranayama, meditation and mantra and how
these “tools” relate to and reveal the connection and the union between “our self” and our
“higher Self”. Using the analogy of Shiva/Shakti – Prakriti/Purusha and the symbol OM we
will explore our divine connection and how these energies can reveal themselves in our
everyday life. As well as the practical aspects of yoga, there will be the opportunity for
spiritual discussion (Satsang).
Andrew is a BWY Teacher with influences from classical and more contemporary Hatha
yoga traditions. His yoga inquiry has drawn him to the traditions of Tantra and Advaita
Vedanta, travelling to remote sacred locations in the West Bengal area, diving deeply into the
sacred roots of yoga.

Gentle Years Chair Yoga: Lina Newstead
Sun, Oct 06: 10am-3:45pm
IST
BWY members £30 / non-members £50
ARCA Hall, Ashford Road, Canterbury, Kent, CT1 3XR
Organiser: Jan Palmer
This interactive and practical workshop will enable us to develop our knowledge of teaching
chair-based yoga along with an understanding of the special needs of the Gentle Years. Lina
will guide us through a chair-based class for those challenged physically, cognitively and
socially as a result of the ageing process. Group work will facilitate the sharing of ideas on
the creative use of props and how to create a flowing chair-based practice to bring about an
increased state of physical and mental well-being.
Lina believes that yoga can be practised from the cradle and well into old age with
appropriate adaptation. She has ten years’ experience of this style of teaching and has
qualified in Gentle Years Yoga Teacher Training, and is currently rolling out this programme
in the SE Region.
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Mapping Movement: Peter Blackaby
Sat, Nov 16: 10am-3:45pm
GEN
BWY members £30 / non-members £50
Shoreham Village Hall, High Street, Shoreham, Kent, TN14 7TB
Organiser: Sabine Smith
There is a perception in the exercise and movement world that our posture is largely due to
the relative strengths and weaknesses of various muscles in the body and the solution to
postural issues is to stretch and strengthen the relevant muscles until we are straightened
out. This, however, is a long way from the truth. Posture and movement are all controlled at a
neurological level and we take up shapes and movements that we have previously mapped
in our brain. We create maps through attentive practice, and if we want to change the way we
move or stand we need to pay attention not to our structure but to our nervous system. This
workshop will explore ways we can do this through the practice of yoga.
Peter Blackaby has studied and trained in yoga and osteopathy. He’s an explorer and
examiner and his landscape and environment are the body and mind. As a result his
workshops are intellectually interesting and physically enlightening.

Understanding the Impact of the Golden Years on the Body: Gary Carter
Sun, Nov 24: 10am-3:45pm
IST
BWY members £30 / non-members £50
Bluebell Hill Village Hall, Robin Hood Lane, Bluebell Hill Village, Kent, ME5 9QR
Organiser: Jan Palmer
This new workshop will look at the impact of aging on the human body: the changes in
physiology of joints, muscles and connective tissue within our bodies as we age. Gary will
explain how these changes affect movement and flexibility and will guide students through
various movements and postures to maintain flexibility and prevent muscle loss. He will offer
strategies for students to enable them to continue or take up new ventures so as we live
longer, we live life fully. This day is mainly lecture orientated.
Influenced deeply by the work of Vanda Scaravelli, Gary Carter brings over 25 years of
experience of movement physical training, anatomical study and bodywork practices. Gary
has lectured extensively on the anatomy of yoga in the UK, Europe and America. He is the
founder of the Natural Bodies centre in Brighton. Gary is committed to teach, train and
encourage kinaesthetic awareness, ease of movement and efficient body use.

Transforming Menopause with Ayurvedic Yoga: Kim Kriyasagar
Sat, Jun 08: 10am-3:45pm
GEN
BWY members £30 / non-members £50
Nutley War Memorial Hall, High Street, Nutley, East Sussex, TN22 3NE
Organiser: Rachel Claridge
The day begins with a yoga session followed by a discussion about the practices and how
they can support the menopausal transition. This is followed by a session on Ayurvedic
fundamental principles encouraging the learners to determine their own Ayurvedic doshic
and menopausal constitutions. In the afternoon we will explore menstrual stories followed by
a practical session with expressive artwork to plot lifecycle rhythms coming to a ‘pause’ at
menopause. After Q&As, the day will finish with yoga nidra.
Kim has been teaching Yoga for over 23 years for both the BWY and the Bihar School of
Yoga and has been an Ayurvedic yogic practitioner for more than 15 years graduating with a
Masters Degree in Ayurvedic Medicine from Middlesex University.
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Departure, Destination and Direction: Andy Curtis-Payne
Sat, Aug 03: 10:30am-4:15pm
IST
BWY members £30 / non-members £50
Millennium Centre, Lewes Road, Scaynes Hill, Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH17 7PG
Organiser: Melanie Johnson
With so many options, and such varied and distinct needs in the average yoga class, how do
we decide what to teach? Which direction to take? Where do we start? Happily, TKV
Desikachar gave us some guidance in answering these questions. During the day we will
explore these concepts theoretically and then put them into practice, using different practices
for different directions, to experience for ourselves how they can work. By the end of the day,
we should all have a clearer understanding of these key principles, and how to apply them to
plan and teach interesting and helpful practices for our students.
Andy Curtis-Payne has been a yoga teacher for 25 years and is now Chair of The Society
of Yoga Practitioners. He was appointed a teacher trainer in 2006 by TKV Desikachar and
has also undertaken further specialist training in Yoga Therapy. He teaches in Sussex.

The Language of Yoga: Ginny Kempster
Sat, Sep 21: 10am-3:45pm
IST
BWY members £30 / non-members £50
Pulborough Village Hall, Lower Street, Pulborough, West Sussex, RH20 2BF
Organiser: Rachel Claridge
This day is a must for teachers and student teachers interested in the effect of the language
used for teaching yoga. The day aims to refresh and revitalise the use of language using
varied and imaginative vocabulary, so finding the most effective way of communicating with
our students and deepening their experience of yoga. However experienced the teacher, the
descriptions used can often become habitual. By using simple exercises and role play we will
explore how we can improve the communication between teacher and the student.
Ginny gained her BWY diploma in 1990 and has been teaching regular classes since
then. In her continued personal training she has worked with such tutors as Swami
Pragyamurti, John Stirk, Gill Lloyd and Julie Freideburger and has been studying with Sandra
Sabatini both in Italy and the UK since 2001. She became an IST tutor in 2006.

Patanjali’s Sutras: Asana and Sound: Penelope Coomber
Sun, Oct 20: 10am-3:45pm
IST
BWY members £30 / non-members £50
Holy Cross Priory, Lewes Road, Cross In Hand, Heathfield, East Sussex, TN21 0DZ
Organiser: Melanie Johnson
As Paul Russell states in his book “The Yoga of Sound”: “The Yoga of Sound requires
bringing five components together: sound, posture, breath, movement and consciousness.
When we effectively combine all these components Yoga happens.” This day will give us an
opportunity to explore all five components and experience for ourselves their effects on the
different levels of the body. We will have asana, pranayama and contemplation practices
incorporating sound as well as discussions on how to build sound into our lesson plans for
general class practices.
Penelope is a BWY Teacher and has been teaching for 20 years. She has been taught
by many teachers from many different traditions. She particularly enjoys teaching in the
tradition of Krishnamacharya. Penelope has recently retired from teaching general classes
and aims now to help guide and support new teachers starting out on their yoga journey.
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Yoga Alchemy: Rosie Wright
Sat, Nov 02: 10am-3:45pm
IST
BWY members £30 / non-members £50
Adastra Hall, Keymer Road, Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 8QH
Organiser: Rachel Claridge
This day aims to help attendees understand that deepening their own yogic experience can
really inform and enrich their teaching and ability to live skilfully every day. During the day the
concepts of yogic alchemy will unfold with practical sessions including discussion,
movement, pranayama, meditation and relaxation all inspiring us to practice this at home.
Rosie trained with the BWY in 1988 and has been teaching ever since. She has studied
a variety of styles, including Iyengar, Astanga, Tibetan Heart and Anusara Yoga and has
studied yoga philosophy with Carlos Pomeda. Her teaching focuses on alignment principles
and opening the heart. Rosie is a Foundation Course Tutor, Diploma Course Tutor and InService Tutor.

Join Brighton Yoga Foundation for an International Yoga Day Celebration, kindly sponsored by
BWY South East.
When?
Where?
What?

Friday 21 June, 2.30-7.30 pm
Brighton Unitarian Church, New Road
A special day of back-to-back classes, open to all levels. Mats are provided,
just bring yourselves!
Free to enter, with donations for classes gratefully received.

How much?

Brighton Yoga Foundation is a registered charity, taking yoga to communities that might not
otherwise have the opportunity to experience it. We support women recovering from abuse
and trauma, stressed out teenagers, those with mental health concerns and local school
children, making yoga affordable, approachable and accessible for everyone.
All funds raised at this International Yoga Day event will help us continue bringing yoga into
every community in the city.
We also organise the Brighton Yoga Festival, one of the largest yoga events in the UK. Join us
on Saturday 27 and Sunday 28 July at BHASVIC (Brighton Sixth From College) for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Over 100 yoga classes and workshops
Inspiring talks
Live music
Children’s activities, yoga and entertainment
Meditation zone
Wellbeing Market Place
Delicious food and drink outlets

The theme of this two-day festival is “Yoga for everyone” - regardless of age, experience or
fitness level, there will be something for everyone. The Festival Is a “Pay What You Can Afford”
event, with all profits going directly to the Foundation’s community outreach work.
Find out more: https://www.brightonyogafoundation.org/ or get in
touch: relax@brightonyogafoundation.org
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BWY Foundation Course
Beginning January 2020
Tutor: Nikki Tuke
Venue: Brighton BN2 3PF

Would you like to expand your knowledge and
understanding of yoga and yoga philosophy?
Are you ready to take your practice to the next level?
Could you imagine spending one Sunday per month over
10 months, extending your yoga practice, taking part in
yogic discussion and spending time on self-development?
If your answer is yes to any of the above then your time is now!
This course is suitable for students
with at least 2 years’ yoga experience.
It is ideal preparation for those wanting
to go on to BWY Teacher Training.
For more information contact Nikki Tuke
Email: nikki.tuke@yahoo.co.uk
Face Book @ Saltdeanserenity
OR
07813 125795
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BWY PRANAYAMA MODULE

6 Monthly Sunday Meetings starting

Sunday 5 April 2020
(9.30-4.30) at Samtosha Studio,
Newhaven, E. Sussex, BN9 9DY
Course Fee: £660 (via 3 instalments)

Designed as a self-development course, as well as being
suitable for those who are preparing to incorporate the
teaching on of this valuable component and feel the time is
right to share this with their regular weekly class participants.
Student Teachers will be guided via experiential learning plus
in-depth study which will increase their confidence, as well as
enhance their own competence and ability to share the
importance of this wonderful coping tool easily with others.
Full details plus application form available from:

JANET BOND

samtosha4u@btinternet.com

01273 512 306

Google venue: www.samtosha4u.com
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The Institute of Yoga Sports Science®
The Science of Teaching Yoga to Athletes
40-Hour Immersion Course
Tutor:
Location:
Dates:

Hayley Winter
St. Mary’s University
5th / 6th October 2019

Type:
Module
Time:
9:00 - 18:00
Places: 18

This is the first BWY Module to be delivered part-online, part-live. This 40-hour Immersion
Course, aims to introduce you to scientific principles that enable you to design sportsspecific Micro-Sequences. This course will enhance your own performance needs, as well
as the needs of the athletic population that attend your classes.
This training consists of:
Online training: Students explore the Course syllabus online in advance of the live
training. This includes contact with the YSS tutors and a chance to get to know your peers
before the live event.
2-day live training: Students receive direct hands-on experience from Hayley Winter
founder of The Institute of Yoga Sports Science® and members of the YSS Team. You will
reinforce your learning on the Course and demonstrate an initial understanding of the YSS
approach by preparing and planning a Micro-Sequence based on your own specific
performance needs or those of a hypothetical athlete.
In this Course you will:
• Discover the science behind teaching yoga to the athletic population.
• Identify your own performance needs (or that of a hypothetical athlete) as it relates to
your yoga practice, athletic training, or health and well-being.
• Explore how the YSS approach to the Science of Sequencing helps you design with
confidence, competence and creativity.
• Discover how the Science of Breathing enhances the experience within your practice.
• Deepen your understanding of the role body reading plays in creating a Primary
Performance Objective and the application of this knowledge.
• Develop a practical understanding of biomechanics and neuroscience through the
application of sports-specific yoga.
• Explore the benefits of yoga in helping with injury prevention.
• Explore how to deconstruct poses and bring them to life through understanding the
science, the application and the benefit of sports-specific yoga.

https://instituteofyogasportscience.mykajabi.com/BWY-london-Immersion-Course
to sign up for course. BWY discounts apply.
For questions, email bonnie@yogasportscience.com
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NEWHAVEN - EAST SUSSEX

BRITISH WHEEL OF YOGA (FAST TRACK) FOUNDATION COURSE (1)
Starting: Sunday 29th March 2020

DESIGNED FOR THOSE ATTENDING YOGA CLASSES & DESIRE TO KNOW MORE
Senior Diploma Course Tutor invites applications from a maximum of 10 participants
(to ensure individual support and attention)
Especially those who wish to study deeper & learn more about Yoga, via self-development,
(or) plan to apply for a place on a B.W.Y. Teacher Training Course.
This is a Student Centred, Student Led Interactive Course, meeting in a purpose built fully
equipped Yoga Studio in Newhaven situated on the South Coast Road between
Brighton/Eastbourne.
10 Sunday meetings – (9.30 to 4.30 pm)
29/3, 19/4, 17/5, 21/6, 26/7, 30/8, 20/9, 18/10, 8/11, 6/12
(Course Fees: £660 payable via 3 instalments)
We enjoy shared Alfresco Style Buffet Lunches in our Beautiful Terraced Garden,
(weather permitting), with views over Newhaven Marina, the River and Historical Fort.
Contact: Janet Bond – 01273 512 306
samtosha4u@btinternet.com
www.samtosha4u.com

Certificate in Teaching Yoga
(Level 4)

Have you ever thought about teaching yoga?
The British Wheel of Yoga Certificate in teaching yoga is a Level 4, 300-hour training
course, designed to equip you to teach your own yoga classes with confidence.
With the course comes the support and backing of the UK’s largest and most
well-established professional body of yoga to guide you on this exciting journey.
The course will run for 22 sessions (all Sundays) in Esher Surrey.
An introduction day will be held on Sunday 29th September 2019.
For more details about the course including prerequisites, curriculum, dates
and costs, contact Clare Gibson at clare.harmonyoga@gmail.com or for more
information go to www.harmonyoga.co.uk
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Emergency First Aid Course
Saturday 7 September 2019
09:30 - 16:30
Chatham, Kent, ME4
Hosts: Kerry & Declan
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6-hour course + breaks
Run by MGM teacher
Defibrillator training
Certificate valid for 3 years
£70 includes lunch, tea etc.
www.wkdyoga.com
Kerry: 07801065225
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AUTUMN YOGA RETREAT
Friday 27th to Sunday 29th Sept 2019
At beautiful St. Katharine’s, Parmoor, set in 12 acres of grounds and located in
the rural tranquillity of the Chilterns. Meetings and practice sessions are in the
large, airy Chapel with views over lawns and fields.

‘CLEARING THE PATH’
External and internal clutter, agitation, dullness, all these obstacles! But we have
Haṭha Yoga to clear the path internally so we can both live with greater clarity
and experience the Rāja Yoga of meditation. Andy and Michael will be leading
an exploration of āsana at all levels, body, energy, mind and beyond, with the
aim of feeling clearer about our ways ahead.
Led by Teacher-Trainers Michael Hutchinson and Andrew Curtis-Payne

Cost £390 (single), £335 (sharing) including afternoon tea, vegetarian meals
(scrumptious) guided walk and comfortable accommodation.
Details at www.twobirdsyoga.com or from michael@twobirdsyoga.com
N.B: 15 Training Hours CPD/CPU

£120 deposit (£100 if received by 29th July)

TSYP TEACHER TRAINING
Become a teacher in the tradition of TKV Desikachar and
T Krishnamacharya and register with CNHC as a Yoga Therapist.
Course led by teacher-trainers certified by the late Srī TKV Desikachar.
550 hours including weekend meetings, guided study and mentoring.

November 2019 to December 2021
This course, accredited by the British Council for Yoga Therapy and approved by
the Krishnamacharya Yoga Mandiram, will train you to teach both the classical
and the therapeutic application of yoga, including āsana, prāṇāyāma and
meditation, both to classes and to private students.
Prerequisite: BWY or TSYP Foundation Course or equivalent
Introductory Day: Saturday 31st August at Sarum College
Residential weekends at Sarum College, Salisbury, a Grade I listed building set in
the quiet location of the Cathedral Close. Includes meals and choice of standard
or en-suite (shared or single) room. Good road and rail links.
Details, see www.tsyp.yoga or contact Teacher-Trainers Andrew Curtis-Payne
yogandy@hotmail.com or Michael Hutchinson michael@twobirdsyoga.com
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SUNDAY SOUND BATH
2.30pm with Reiki & Sound Therapists
Janet & Mike Bond
In Newhaven Samtosha Yoga Studio, our beautiful, modern
bright, sanctuary with underfloor heating. All equipment
provided to ensure a deep relaxation experience
14 April, 12 May, 9 June, 20 July, 18 Aug, 15 Sept
MAXIMUM OF 10 PARTICIPANTS
£12 per session or £30 for 3 dates booked in advance
“INVEST IN YOUR HEALTH BY PROMISING
YOURSELF REGULAR “ME” TIME”
Bookings Recommended

Call: 01273 512 306
Email: samtosha4u@btinternet.com
NamaStE – ‘Breath’ 2019
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Emergency First Aid at Work Course

Specialised first aid training for yoga teachers and students
that focuses on the type of emergencies that you may come across
in the yoga classroom (including CPR & defibrillation).
A fun one day course for £75
Certification valid for 3 years
Small groups – maximum of 12 students
Courses will run throughout the year on the following dates
and locations. We also offer bespoke training for yoga centres
across the South East

BRIGHTON: Falmer Village Hall 2019
Saturday 6th July

Saturday 5th October

Saturday 20th July

Saturday 2nd November

Saturday 7th September

Sunday 8th December

MAIDSTONE: Leeds and Broomfield Village Hall 2019
Saturday 8th June

Saturday 19th October

To book training please contact: Vanessa and Ian Carter on
firstaidyogatraining@outlook.com or text 07906 450041
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Emergency First Aid at Work
Courses for Yoga Teachers
MGM Training Limited is holding a regular schedule of Emergency First Aid at Work
courses for Yoga Teachers and Student Yoga Teachers. Holding regular courses for
numerous Studios, you can be sure these high quality courses are aimed at Yoga
Teachers by a Trainer who specialises in First Aid Course Provision. The schedule is:
Sunday 23 June – Luton (LU3 2HX) - £75 per person
Friday 05 July – Luton (LU3 2HX) - £65 per person
Tuesday 09 July – Uxbridge (UB8 2RR) - £70 per person
Saturday 20 July – Luton (LU3 2HX) - £70 per person
Sunday 21 July – Crouch End (N8 9PR) - £75 per person
Thursday 25 July – Uxbridge (UB8 2RR) - £70 per person
Sunday 28 09 July – Uxbridge (UB8 2RR) - £75 per person
Thursday 01 August – Luton (LU3 2HX) - £65 per person
Tuesday 06 August – Uxbridge (UB8 2RR) - £70 per person
Thursday 15 August – Uxbridge (UB8 2RR) - £70 per person
Saturday 24 August – Uxbridge (UB8 2RR) - £75 per person
Monday 26 August – Luton (LU3 2HX) - £75 per person
Tuesday 03 September – Luton (LU3 2HX) - £65 per person
Thursday 05 September – Uxbridge (UB8 2RR) - £70 per person
Saturday 14 September – Luton (LU3 2HX) - £70 per person
Sunday 15 September – Crouch End (N8 9PR) - £75 per person
Wednesday 25 September – Uxbridge (UB8 2RR) - £70 per person
Sunday 29 September – Uxbridge (UB8 2RR) - £75 per person
Friday 04 October – Luton (LU3 2HX) - £65 per person
Tuesday 08 October – Uxbridge (UB8 2RR) - £70 per person
Saturday 19 October – Uxbridge (UB8 2RR) - £75 per person
Sunday 20 October – Crouch End (N8 9PR) - £75 per person
Sunday 27 October – Luton (LU3 2HX) - £75 per person
Saturday 30 November – Horsham (RH13 8NN) - £85 per person

To book your place please visit www.mgmtraining.co.uk
(Please note off-line bookings incur an additional administration fee)
MGM
Training
Limited
also
offers
‘in-house’ courses for Studios, groups, IST,
or Teacher Training Classes, where we will visit
your venue and provide a course for up to and
including twelve students. We are able and willing
to travel to remote TTCs within the UK and
outside the UK. In-house courses are charged on
an extremely competitive course price; please
telephone us to discuss your course needs. For
further details of an ‘in-house’ course please
telephone 08445 041549

